APPROVAL OF MINUTES (11/07)
* minutes approved
REPORTS FROM MEETINGS
- E-board report; talked about structure of GC meetings
- Meeting with Tiffany Sanchez; talked about food options for graduate
students; we're being fit into the system
- Meeting with Deans:
- Health insurance research still happening
- Organizing a committee for non-academic misconduct, looking for
grads to sit on that
- Status of the Humanities Center -- still under review
- Campus safety advisory committee
- Presentation on LifeSafe app
- Updates on distribution of security cameras and other future
security possibilities
ELECTIONS FOR E-BOARD POSITIONS
* motion to vote by show of hands -- passes
Treasurer
- Candidates: Sean Klein
* Sean elected by 24 of 24 votes
* Sean resigns as Funding Chair
GRO Guide Chair
- No candidates
FUNDING REQUESTS
- Symposium on Christian Faith, Reason, and Vocation
* Motion to fully fund; the motion passes
- Winter Social Dance Bootcamp
Discussion:
- How long is this event? Three-week event, one week per dance style.
- How many people can you accomodate? Lots; Main worry is
transportation.
* Motion to fully fund; the motion passes
Workshop in Internet of Things and Applications in Healthcare
Discussion:
- You're asking for $250, GSA is supplying $150; why should we spend
more than the GSA for an event that's happening at the med campus? The
GSA funding limit.
- Could you hold the event on Homewood Campus? Yes.
- How many grad students do you expect from Homewood Campus? 10.
* Motion to fund at $250 if the event is on Homewood Campus, $150 if

the event is on JHMI campus; the motion passes
REQUEST TO LET A GROUP THAT GOT MONEY LAST YEAR BUT DIDN'T TURN
RECEIPTS IN ON TIME TO TURN IN RECEIPTS AND GET REIMBURSED THIS YEAR
Discussion:
- How much money is this? Up to $750. We don't really need to worry
about the group funding budget; currently on track to have basically a
surplus.
- This is an event we would normally fund, yes? Correct.
- Why is this coming up now? Was brought up with e-board before; has
been re-brought up recently.
* Motion to fund on the condition that they don't get more funding
this year; the motion carries
GROUP RECOGNITIONS
* Motion to approve all groups that are up for recognition; the motion
passes
ADDITIONAL INFO AND QUESTIONS
- GRO advocacy town hall meeting summary
General discussion: Would be good to hear from the floating chairs
about their plans for the beginning of next semester.

